Static response of infrared neurons of crotaline snakes--normal distribution of interspike intervals.
Background discharges (static responses) of warm fibers in the pit organs (infrared receptive organs) of two species of crotaline snakes were recorded at various temperatures (water, 18-33 degrees C; air, 19-28 degrees C). Mean interspike intervals (means), standard deviations (SD), and coefficients of variation (CV) were calculated, and the goodness of fit of interspike interval histograms to a corresponding normal distribution (i.e., one having the same mean and SD) were tested. Means, SD, and CV were smallest at a certain temperature, which might be the optimum receptor temperature for the species. More than half of the histograms (22/42 for water, 7/10 for air) showed a normal distribution at a significance level of 0.01. This suggests that the spike intervals generated at the spike initiation site are constant, with some random error. Background discharges of three pure infrared secondary neurons from the lateral descending nucleus were analyzed in the same way and compared to the peripheral discharges. There were no histograms with a normal distribution in these central neurons, which might indicate that the constant interspike intervals which appear in the primary afferent fibers are not utilized for information processing at this level but occur only as part of a receptor mechanism which is still unknown. The discharge patterns of primary afferent fibers are also discussed in relation to the known discharge patterns of cold fibers in other animals.